
Counterfeits, Canceled Notes and 

Canceled Subjects on Plates 

INTRODUCTION 

When particularly troublesome counterfeit Original Series or Series of 1875 national bank notes 

were discovered, one way to deal with them was to cease issuing good notes, and retire those in circulation. 

This left the field to the counterfeits, making them easier to spot with the aid of published counterfeit 

detectors, thus diminishing the damage they could do. 

There were two ways that future printings from the plate with the imitated subjects were handled, 

depending on who printed them. The first procedure, used by the American Bank Note Company for the 

Original Series during 1874 and 1875, was to make part-plate printings from the affected plate. The 

undesired subjects were masked on the press, and thus omitted. The second procedure, used by the Bureau 
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Figure 1. Part-plate printings of $50 notes from the Original Series 50-100 plate for The 

Central National Bank of the City of New York (376), were made during 1874 and 1875, in 

order to isolate dangerous $100 counterfeits in circulation. The $100 subjects were simply cut 

from the Series of 1875 sheets and not issued to the bank. This is a Series of 1875 proof. 

National Numismatic Collection, Smithsonian Institution photo. 
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of Engraving and Printing for the Series of 1875, was to print the full sheets, and then cut the unwanted 

subjects from them. 

PART-PLATE PRINTINGS 

Part-plate printings were first undertaken when Secretary of the Treasury William Richardson 

suspended printings of $10 Original Series notes. Extending the idea of part-plate printings to isolate known 

counterfeits was employed between October 14, 1873 and June 29, 1874, for three banks. One involved 

isolating dangerous $100 counterfeits on The Central National Bank of New York. 

The problem with the concept was that it was labor intensive. The unwanted subjects on the plates 

were masked, so they wouldn’t appear on the printed sheets. Furthermore, each different part-plate 

combination required a new and distinctive Treasury sheet serial number set that complicated bookkeeping. 

CENTRAL NATIONAL BANK OF NEW YORK $100s 

The steps taken to thwart the dangerous counterfeits of Original Series $100s on The Central 

National Bank of the City of New York (376), established all precedents involved with isolating specific 

counterfeits in both the Original Series and Series of 1875. The concept was simple, don’t issue the 

counterfeited denomination. How the printings and inventories were handled varied depending on who was 

printing the notes. 

Apparently the fake Central National $100s were first detected between April 3 and September 10, 

1874, because the Comptroller suspended issuances of $100s to the bank after the April 3 shipment, but 

before the next shipment on September 10. At the time, 300 50-100 Original Series sheets remained in the 

Comptroller’s inventory, specifically bank serials 8671-8970. The $100s were cut from these, and the $50s 

sent to the bank September 10. The $100s ultimately were destroyed on March 8, 1876. 

Next, four Original Series $50 part-plate printings followed involving 2,700 $50s beginning on 

September 11, 1874. Bank serial numbering was consecutive from the previous 50-100 sheets, so bank 

sheet serials 8971 through 11670 were used on these printings. The resulting single-subject $50 sheets were 

assigned a unique Treasury serial number set beginning with A22. The Central National Bank was the only 

bank in the country to use the combination, so the set ended with Treasury serial A2721 with the final July 

21, 1875 printing for the bank. 

Bureau personnel modified the Central National 50-100 plate into a Series of 1875 when the BEP 

assumed responsibility for printing national bank notes. They then printed 3,000 sheets for the bank in 1876, 

that were delivered to the Comptroller’s office. The $100s were cut from the sheets by the Comptroller’s 

clerks, and omitted from shipments to the bank from July 15, 1876 to August 26, 1876. The unissued Series 

of 1875 $100s were destroyed February 19, 1879. 

CANCELED NOTES 

Notice in the case of the Central National that the labor-intensive procedure of part-plate printings 

was abandoned with the advent of the Series of 1875. This eliminated the masking operation, special 

Treasury serial numbers sets and separate ledger sheets. Instead, all subjects on the plates were printed. The 

sheets were then logged through the system using the existing Treasury serial number set for the full 50-

100 combination. Finally, the undesired $100s were cut off when it came time to issue the sheets to the 

banks. 

The only other applications of this new procedure involved isolation of $100 counterfeits for New 

Bedford, Massachusetts (799), Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (668), and Baltimore, Maryland (1109). The New 

Bedford and Pittsburgh cases are special in that the formal step was taken to physically cancel the $100 

subjects on the Series of 1875 plates before additional sheets were printed from them. No canceled proofs 

are known for New York or Baltimore. Canceling the plates was, of course, an unnecessary formality 

because the Comptroller’s clerks knew which $100s not to issue. 

The three cases that followed the Central National case resulted from one basic counterfeit $100 

wherein the bank title was changed (Cochran, undated). The first counterfeit from this dangerous plate 

appears to have been produced for The National Revere Bank of Boston (1295) in the Original Series, yet, 

ironically, both Original Series and Series of 1875 $100s continued to be issued to that bank. Counterfeit 

New Bedford, Pittsburgh and Baltimore $100s caused the problems documented below, each treated in turn 

in the order in which the counterfeits were detected. 
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CANCELED NEW BEDFORD (799) $100 

Counterfeit Original Series $100s on The Merchants National Bank of New Bedford, 

Massachusetts (799) reared their ugly heads sometime in the three-week interval between April 30 and May 

21, 1878. The last sheet of the 50-100 combination sent to the bank was an Original Series with bank serial 

2699 on April 30, 1878. Only one 50-100 Original Series sheet remained in the Comptroller’s inventory, 

and it carried bank serial 2700. Series of 1875 50-100 sheets 1 through 167 had been received from the 

Bureau on September 13, 1877, so these were in the Comptroller’s inventory as well. 

The Comptroller sent 100 $50 notes to the bank on May 21, 1878, including Original Series serial 

2700, and Series of 1875 serials 1 to 99. The ledger entry for the delivery clearly states that the $50s were 

cut from sheets. 

Next, Acting Comptroller S. Langworthy sent the following order to Chief E. McPherson of the 

Bureau of Engraving and Printing on May 24, 1878, (Bureau of Engraving and Printing, various dates): 
Please cancel the one hundred dollar portion of the plate 50-100 for The Merchants National Bank of New 

Bedford Mass charter 799. After the cancellation has been completed, print from the plate 1500 

impressions. 

These 1,500 sheets, the first printed with the canceled $100 and bearing serials 168 through 1667, 

were received by the Comptroller’s office July 19, 1878, and were added to the remaining inventory. The 

$50s were cut from them and issued to the bank as needed. Additional printings followed. The last shipment 

of $50s to the bank occurred on December 23, 1884, in which the highest serial was 5565. Notations in the 

Figure 2. The $100 subject on the 50-100 Series of 1875 plate for The Merchants National 

Bank of New Bedford (799) was cancelled in 1878, and those subjects were cut from the 

printed sheets before the $50s were shipped to the bank. This was done in order to isolate 

successful $100 counterfeits in circulation. National Numismatic Collection, Smithsonian 

Institution photo. 
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ledgers state that the $50s continued to be cut from 50-100 sheets. 

CANCELED PITTSBURGH (668) $100 

Doug Walcutt (1997) discovered and illustrated the first observed canceled subject on a proof. It 

was the $100 on a 50-100 Series of 1875 plate for The Pittsburgh National Bank of Commerce (668). The 

cancellation was far more elegant than that on the New Bedford, complete with the word “canceled” boldly 

engraved across the subject. The counterfeit that caused this cancellation was a Series of 1875 $100. 

The last normal 50-100 Series of 1875 sheets were sent to the bank on September 27, 1878, with 

the high serial being 282. At that time, 50-100 sheets 283 through 434 remained in the Comptroller’s 

inventory. Shipments of $50s to the bank resumed on March 23, 1881, beginning with serial 283. The first 

printing from the plate with the canceled $100 was received by the Comptroller’s office on April 28, 1881, 

and contained serials 435 through 1454. The last $50s were sent to the bank October 14, 1884, and contained 

high serial 2429. The bank ledger clearly indicates that the $50s with serials 283 through 2429 were cut 

from sheets. 

BALTIMORE (1109) $100 

A similar scenario played out for the Series of 1875 issues for The National Exchange Bank of 

Baltimore (1109); however, what the counterfeiters had made was a non-current Original Series $100. 

Figure 3. One of the counterfeit Series of 1875 $100s on The Pittsburgh National Bank of 

Commerce that caused the cancellation of the 100 on the 50-100 plate for the bank. The 

Treasury serial used on the counterfeit belongs to The Union National Bank of Philadelphia 

(563), although the next printing was for the Pittsburgh bank (A75050-A75216, 168-334) 

indicating that the counterfeiters used a real note from that printing as a model. 
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The last normal Series of 1875 printing of 50-100 sheets for the bank was received by the 

Comptroller’s office on August 16, 1879, and consisted of bank serials 668 to 801. Sheet 712 was the last 

full sheet sent to the bank later that fall. After that, only $50s were issued from the remaining 50-100 sheets 

and those received from the Bureau thereafter. Ultimately the bank issued 2,469 $50s in the Series of 1875, 

but only 712 $100s. 

SUMMARY 

Part-plate printings were deemed too labor intensive, so they were not implemented in the Series 

of 1875. Instead, it was simpler both in printing and in bookkeeping to print the full sheets, and cut off the 

$100 note before shipping the $50s to the bank. This remedy was used between 1876 and 1885 to eliminate 

$100 Series of 1875 notes from the circulations of four banks where the $100 had been successfully 

counterfeited: (1) The Central National Bank of the City of New York, New York, (2) The Merchants 

National Bank of New Bedford, Massachusetts, (3) The Pittsburgh National Bank of Commerce, 

Pennsylvania, and (4) The National Exchange Bank of Baltimore, Maryland. The $100 subjects on the 

Series of 1875 plates were formally canceled by engraving an X through them in the New Bedford and 

Pittsburgh cases before additional sheets were printed from the plates. 
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